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Systemati Formal Veri ation for Fault-Tolerant
Time-Triggered Algorithms
John Rushby
Abstra t |Many riti al real-time appli ations are implemented as time-triggered systems. We present a systemati
way to derive su h time-triggered implementations from algorithms spe i ed as fun tional programs (in whi h form
their orre tness and fault-toleran e properties an be formally and me hani ally veri ed with relative ease). The
fun tional program is rst transformed into an untimed synhronous system, and then to its time-triggered implementation. The rst step is spe i to the algorithm on erned,
but the se ond is generi and we prove its orre tness.
This proof has been formalized and me hani ally he ked
with the PVS veri ation system. The approa h provides
a methodology that an ease the formal spe i ation and
assuran e of riti al fault-tolerant systems.
Keywords |Formal methods, formal veri ation, timetriggered algorithms, syn hronous systems, PVS.
I. Introdu tion

YNCHRONOUS systems are distributed omputer systems where there are known upper bounds on the time
S
that it takes nonfaulty pro essors to perform ertain oper-

ations, and on the time that it takes for a message sent by
one nonfaulty pro essor to be re eived by another. The existen e of these bounds simpli es the development of faulttolerant systems be ause nonfaulty pro esses exe uting a
ommon algorithm an use the passage of time to predi t
ea h others' progress. This property ontrasts with asynhronous systems, where there are no upper bounds on
pro essing and message delays, and where it is therefore
provably impossible to a hieve ertain forms of onsistent
knowledge or oordinated a tion in the presen e of even
simple faults [1,2℄.
For these reasons, fault-tolerant systems for riti al ontrol appli ations in air raft, trains, automobiles, and industrial plants are usually based on the syn hronous approa h,
though they di er in the extent to whi h the basi me hanisms of the system really do guarantee satisfa tion of the
syn hrony assumption.
With systems based on onventional \ ommer ial o
the shelf" (COTS) omponents, syn hrony is merely an
assumption|these systems employ s heduling algorithms
that an miss deadlines, their operating systems admit the
possibility of bu er over ows, they use ontention buses
su h as Ethernet, and they have other hara teristi s that
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allow o asional violations of laimed time bounds. Violation of the syn hrony assumption may lead to failure of
the higher-level system omponents that depend on it, so
adopting this assumption when it is only probabilisti ally
valid has rami ations on overall system reliability. Noti e that adding timeouts does not make an asyn hronous
system syn hronous [3℄.
While probabilisti satisfa tion of the syn hrony assumption may be \good enough" for less riti al appli ations,
those that are truly riti al must either rest on weaker assumptions, or must be spe ially onstru ted to ensure that
the assumption is un onditionally valid. Those that take
the latter ourse often build on me hanisms that are not
merely syn hronous, but syn hronized and time-triggered:
the lo ks of the di erent pro essors are kept lose together,
pro essors perform their a tions at spe i times, and tasks
and messages are globally and stati ally s heduled. The
buses and operating systems used in these ontexts are speialized and dedi ated to satisfa tion of the syn hrony hypothesis [4℄. The Honeywell SAFEbusTM [5,6℄ that provides
the safety- riti al ba kplane for the Boeing 777 Airplane
Information Management System (AIMS) [7, 8℄, the ontrol system for the Shinkansen (Japanese Bullet Train) [9℄,
and the Time-Triggered Proto ol (TTP) for safety- riti al
automobile fun tions [10℄ all use this approa h.
A number of basi fun tions have been identi ed that
provide important building blo ks in the onstru tion
of fault-tolerant syn hronous systems [11, 12℄; these inlude onsensus (also known as intera tive onsisten y
and Byzantine agreement) [13℄, reliable and atomi broadast [14℄, and group membership [15℄. Numerous algorithms have been developed to perform these fun tions and,
be ause of their riti ality and subtlety, several of them
have been subje ted to detailed formal [16{18℄ and mehani ally he ked [19{23℄ veri ations, as have their ombination into larger fun tions su h as diagnosis [24℄, and
their synthesis into a fault-tolerant ar hite ture based on
a tive (state-ma hine) repli ation [25,26℄.
Formal, and espe ially me hani ally- he ked, veri ation of these algorithms is still something of a tour de for e,
however. To have real impa t on pra ti e, we need to redu e the diÆ ulty of formal veri ation in this domain to a
routine and largely automated pro ess. In order to a hieve
this, we should study the sour es of diÆ ulty in existing
treatments and attempt to redu e or eliminate them. In
parti ular, we should look for opportunities for systemati
treatments: these may allow aspe ts ommon to a range of
algorithms to be treated in a uniform way, and may even
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allow some of those aspe ts to be broken out and veri ed
in a generi manner on e and for all.
There is a wide range in the apparent level of diÆulty and detail in the me hanized veri ations ited above.
Some of the di eren es an be attributed to the ways in
whi h the problems are formalized or to the di erent resour es of the formal spe i ation languages and theorem
provers employed. For example, Rushby [19℄ and Bevier
and Young [23℄ des ribe me hani ally he ked formal veri ations of the same \Oral Messages" algorithm [27℄ for
the onsensus problem that were performed using di erent
veri ation systems. Young [28℄ argues that di eren es in
the diÆ ulty of these treatments (that of [19℄ is generally
onsidered simpler and learer than that of [23℄) are due to
hoi es in the way things are formalized, and not to the apabilities of the tools employed. We may assume that su h
di eren es will be redu ed or eliminated as experien e is
gained and the better hoi es be ome more widely known.
More signi ant than di eren es due to how things are
formalized are di eren es due to what is formalized, and
the level of detail onsidered ne essary. For example, both
veri ations of the Oral Messages algorithm mentioned
above spe ify the algorithm as a fun tional program and
the proofs are onventional indu tions. Following this approa h, the spe ial ase of a two-round algorithm (a variant of the algorithm known as OM(1)) is spe i ed in [22℄
in a ouple of lines and its veri ation is almost ompletely
automati . In ontrast, the treatment of OM(1) in [18℄
is long and detailed and quite ompli ated. The reason
for its length and omplexity is that this treatment expli itly onsiders the distributed, message passing hara ter of the intended implementation, and al ulates tight
real-time bounds on the timeouts employed. All these details are abstra ted away in the treatments using fun tional
programs|but this does not mean these veri ations are
inferior to the more detailed analyses: on the ontrary, I
would argue that they apture the essen e of the algorithms
on erned (i.e., they explain why the algorithm is fault
tolerant) and that message-passing and real-time bounds
are implementation details that ought to be handled separately. In fa t, most of the papers that introdu e the
algorithms on erned, and the standard textbook [29℄, use
a similarly abstra t and time-free treatment. On the other
hand, it is undeniably important also to verify a spe i ation that is reasonably lose to the intended implementation, and to establish that the orre t timeouts are used,
and that the on rete fault modes mat h those assumed in
the more abstra t treatment.
The natural resolution for these ompeting laims for
abstra tness and on reteness is a hierar hi al approa h in
whi h the essen e of the algorithm is veri ed in an abstra t
formulation, and a more realisti formulation is then shown
to be a re nement, in some suitable sense, of the abstra t
formulation. This may not always be possible (e.g., for
event-based systems) but, when it is, we may hope that
the re nement argument will be a routine al ulation of
timeouts and other on rete details.

The purpose of this paper is to present su h a hierarhi al treatment for the important ase of time-triggered
implementations of round-based algorithms, and to show
that most of the details of re nement to a on rete formulation an be worked out on e and for all.
II. Round-Based Algorithms

In her textbook [29℄, Nan y Lyn h identi es algorithms
for the syn hronous system model with those that exe ute
in a series of \rounds." Rounds have two phases: in the
rst, ea h pro essor sends a message to some or all of the
other pro essors (di erent messages may be sent to di erent pro essors; the messages depend on the urrent state of
the sending pro essor); in the se ond phase, ea h pro essor
hanges its state in a manner that depends on its urrent
state and the olle tion of messages it re eived in the rst
phase. There is no notion of real-time in this model: messages are transferred \instantaneously" from senders to reipients between the two phases. The pro essors operate in
lo kstep: all of them perform the two phases of the urrent
round, then move on to the rst phase of the next round,
and so on.
Several of the algorithms of interest here were expli itly
formulated in terms of rounds when rst presented, and
others an easily be re ast into this form. For example, the
Oral Messages algorithm for onsensus, OM(1), requires
two rounds as follows.
Algorithm OM(1).
Round 0:
Communi ation Phase: A distinguished pro essor alled
the transmitter sends a value to all the other pro essors, whi h are alled re eivers ; the re eivers send no
messages.
Computation Phase: Ea h re eiver stores the value reeived from the transmitter in its state.
Round 1:
Communi ation Phase: Ea h re eiver sends the value it
re eived from the transmitter to all the other re eivers;
the transmitter sends no message.
Computation Phase: Ea h re eiver sets the \de ision"
omponent of its state to the majority value among
those re eived from the other re eivers and that
(stored in its state) re eived from the transmitter.
In the presen e of one or fewer arbitrary faults, OM(1)
ensures that all nonfaulty re eivers de ide on the same
value and, if the transmitter is nonfaulty, that value is the
one sent by the transmitter.
There are two di erent ways to implement round-based
algorithms. In the time-triggered approa h, the implementation is very lose to the model: the pro essors are losely
syn hronized (e.g., to within a ouple of bit-times in the
ase of SAFEbus) and all run a ommon, deterministi
1

1 I refer to the parti ipants as pro essors to stress that they are
assumed to fail independently; the agents that perform these a tions
will a tually be pro esses.
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s hedule that will ause them to exe ute spe i algorithms
at spe i times (a ording to their lo al lo ks). The sequen ing of phases and rounds is similarly driven by the
lo al lo ks, and ommuni ation bandwidth is also alloated as dedi ated, xed, time slots. The rst ( ommuniation) phase in ea h round must be suÆ iently long that
all nonfaulty pro essors will be able to ex hange messages
su essfully; onsequently, no expli it timeouts are needed:
a message that has not arrived by the time the se ond
( omputation) phase of a round begins is impli itly timed
out.
Whereas the allo ation of resour es is stati ally determined in the time-triggered approa h, in the other, eventtriggered, approa h, resour es are s heduled dynami ally
and pro essors respond to events as they o ur. In this implementation style, the initiation of a proto ol may be triggered by a lo al lo k, but subsequent phases and rounds
are driven by the arrival of messages. In Lamport and
Merz' treatment of OM(1), for example, a re eiver that
has re eived a message from the transmitter may forward
it immediately to the other re eivers without waiting for
its lo k to indi ate that the next round has started (in
other words, the pa ing of phases and rounds is determined lo ally by the availability of messages). Unlike the
time-triggered approa h, messages may have to be expli itly timed out in the event-triggered approa h. For example, in Lamport and Merz' treatment of OM(1), a re eiver
will not wait for relayed messages from other re eivers beyond 2Æ +  past the start of the algorithm (where Æ is the
maximum ommuni ation delay and  the maximum time
that it an take a re eiver to de ide to relay a message).
Event-triggered systems are generally easier to onstru t
than time-triggered ones (whi h require a big planning and
s heduling e ort upfront) and a hieve better CPU utilization under light load. On the other hand, Kopetz [4,10,30℄
argues persuasively that time-triggered systems are more
predi table (and hen e easier to verify), easier to test, easier to ompose together, make better use of broad ast ommuni ations bandwidth, an operate loser to apa ity, and
are generally to be preferred for truly riti al appli ations.
The previously mentioned SAFEbus for the Boeing 777, the
Shinkansen train ontrol system, and the TTP proto ol for
automobiles are all time-triggered.
Our goal is a systemati method for transforming roundbased proto ols from very abstra t fun tional programs,
whose properties are omparatively easy to formally and
me hani ally verify, down to time-triggered implementations with appropriate timing onstraints and onsideration for realisti fault modes. The transformation is a omplished in two steps: rst from a fun tional program to
an (untimed) syn hronous system, then to a time-triggered
implementation. The rst step is systemati but must be
undertaken separately for ea h algorithm (see Se tion IV);
the other is generi and deals with a large lass of algorithms and fault assumptions in a single veri ation. This
generi treatment of the se ond step is des ribed in the
following se tion.
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III. Implementation of Round-Based Algorithms
as Time-Triggered Systems

The issues in transforming an untimed round-based algorithm to a time-triggered implementation are basi ally
to ensure that the timing and duration of events in the
ommuni ation phase are su h that messages between nonfaulty pro essors always arrive in the ommuni ation phase
of the same round, and fault modes are interpreted appropriately. To verify the transformation, we introdu e
formal models for untimed syn hronous systems and for
time-triggered systems, and then establish a simulation relation between them. We verify the simulation by means
of a traditional mathemati al proof, and then des ribe a
me hanized veri ation performed using the PVS veri ation system [31℄.
A. Syn hronous Systems
For the untimed ase, we use Nan y Lyn h's formal
model for syn hronous systems [29, Chapter 2℄, with some
slight adjustments to the notation that make it easier to
mat h up with the me hani ally veri ed treatment.
De nition 1: Untimed Syn hronous Systems.
We assume a set mess of messages that in ludes a distinguished value null , and a set pro of pro essors. Pro essors
are partially onne ted by dire ted hannels ; ea h hannel
an be thought of a bu er that an hold a single message.
Asso iated with ea h pro essor p are the following sets and
fun tions.
 A set of pro essors out -nbrs p to whi h p is onne ted by
outgoing hannels.
 A set of pro essors in -nbrs p to whi h p is onne ted by
in oming hannels; the fun tion inputsp : in -nbrs p ! mess
gives the message ontained in ea h of those hannels.
 A set states p of states with a nonempty subset initp of
initial states. It is onvenient to assume that there is a
omponent in the state that ounts rounds; this ounter is
zero in initial states.
 A fun tion msgp : statesp  out -nbrs p ! mess that determines the message to be pla ed in ea h outgoing hannel
in a way that depends on the urrent state.
 A fun tion transp : statesp  inputsp ! statesp that determines the next state, in a way that depends on the urrent state and the messages re eived in the in oming hannels.
The system starts with ea h pro essor in an initial state.
All pro essors p then repeatedly perform the following two
a tions in lo kstep.
Communi ation Phase: apply the message generation
fun tion msgp to the urrent state to determine the messages to be pla ed in ea h outgoing hannel. (The message value null is used to indi ate \no message.")
Computation Phase: apply the state transition fun tion
transp to the urrent state and the message held in ea h
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in oming hannel to yield the next state (with the round of faults as well as the fault-free ase. Furthermore, sin e
ounter in remented).
we no longer need to hypothesize that faults an ause differen
es between those messages sent and those re eived
2
(we
instead
assume the fault is in msg p and the \di erent"
A parti ular algorithm is spe i ed by supplying interpre- messages were
sent), exe utions an be simpli ed
tations to the various sets and fun tions identi ed above. from sequen esaoftually
triples to simple sequen es of states
A.1 Faults
S ;S ;S ;:::
Distributed algorithms are usually required to operate in
Sr is the global state at the start of round r. Consethe presen e of faults: the spe i kinds and numbers of where
quently,
that a time-triggered system imfaults that may arise onstitute the fault hypothesis. Usu- plementstothedemonstrate
behavior
spe
i ed by an untimed syn hronous
ally, pro essor faults are distinguished from ommuni ation system, we simply need to establish
that both systems have
faults; the former an be modeled by perturbations to the the same exe ution sequen es; by mathemati
al indu tion,
transition fun tions transp , and the latter by allowing the this will redu e to showing that the global states
the two
messages re eived along a hannel to be hanged from those systems are the same at the start of ea h round of
r.
sent. Following [29, page 20℄, an exe ution of the system is
then an in nite sequen e of triples
B. Time-Triggered Systems
(S ; M ; N ); (S ; M ; N ); (S ; M ; N ); : : :
For the time-triggered system, we elaborate the model
where Sr is the global state at the start of round r, Mr of the previous se tion as follows.
is the olle tion of messages pla ed in the ommuni ation Ea h pro essor is supplied with a lo k that provides a
hannels, and Nr is the (possibly di erent) olle tion of reasonably a urate approximation to \real" time. Followmessages re eived.
ing [32℄, we distinguish two notions of time: lo ktime, deBe ause our goal is to show that a time-triggered im- noted C is the lo al notion of time supplied by ea h pro esplementation a hieves the same behavior as the untimed sor's lo k, while realtime, denoted R is an abstra t global
syn hronous system that serves as its spe i ation, we will quantity. We follow the usual onvention and denote lo kneed some way to ensure that faults mat h up a ross the time quantities by upper ase Roman or Greek letters, and
two systems. For this reason, I prefer to model pro essor realtime quantities by lower ase letters.
and ommuni ation faults by perturbations to the transp
pro essor p's lo k is a fun tion Cp : R ! C .
and msgp fun tions, respe tively (rather than allowing mes- TheFormally,
intended
interpretation is that Cp (t) is the value of p's
sages re eived to di er from those sent); no faulty behaviors lo k at realtime
t. The lo ks of nonfaulty pro essors are
are lost by this hange. In parti ular, I assume that the assumed to be well-behaved
urrent round number is re orded as part of the state and the following assumptions. in the sense that they satisfy
that if pro essor p is faulty in round r, with urrent state
Assumption 1: Monotoni ity. Nonfaulty lo ks are
s and the values of its input hannels represented by the
array i, then transp (s ; i ) may yield a value other than that monotoni in reasing fun tions:
intended; similarly, if the hannel from p to q is faulty, then
t < t  Cp (t ) < Cp (t ):
the value msgp (s )(q ) may be di erent than intended (and
may be null). Exa tly how these values may di er from Satisfying this assumption requires some are in implementhose intended depends on the fault assumption. For ex- tation, be ause lo k syn hronization algorithms an make
ample, a rash fault in round r results in transp (s ; i ) = s adjustments to lo ks that ause them to jump ba kwards.
and msg (s )(q ) = null for all i, q, and states s whose round Lamport and Melliar-Smith des ribe some solutions [32℄,
omponent is r or greater. Noti e that although transp and a parti ularly lever and e onomi al te hnique for one
and msgp may no longer be the intended fun tions, they parti ular algorithm is introdu ed by Torres-Pomales [33℄
are still fun tions; in fa t, there is no need to suppose that and formally veri ed by Miner and Johnson [34℄. S hmu k
the transp and msgp were hanged when the fault arrived and Cristian [35℄ examine the general ase and show that
in round r: sin e the round ounter is part of the state, we monotoni ity an be a hieved with no loss of pre ision.
an just assume these fun tions behave di erently than inAssumption 2: Clo k Drift Rate. Nonfaulty lo ks drift
tended when applied to states having round ounters equal from
realtime at a rate bounded by a small positive quanor greater than r.
tity :
The bene t of this treatment is that, sin e transp and
msgp are uninterpreted, they an represent any algorithm
(1 )(t t )  Cp (t ) Cp (t )  (1 + )(t t ):
and any fault behavior whatsoever; if we an show that a This assumption on erns the hardware lo ks employed
time-triggered system supplied with arbitrary transp and Inexpensive devi es an a hieve  < 10 .
msgp fun tions has the same behavior as the untimed synhronous system supplied with the same fun tions, then 2 In the terminology of [32℄, these are a tually \inverse" lo ks.
this demonstration en ompasses behavior in the presen e 3 The symbol  indi ates logi al impli ation.
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Assumption 3: Clo k Syn hronization. The lo ks of
nonfaulty pro essors are syn hronized within some small
lo ktime bound :

jCp (t)

( )j  :
This assumption an be dis harged by a suitable lo k synhronization algorithm. There are many su h algorithms,
several of whi h have been formally veri ed [36{41℄.
De nition 2: Time-Triggered Systems.
The feature that hara terizes a time-triggered system is
that all a tivity is driven by a global s hedule: a pro essor
performs an a tion when the time on its lo al lo k mat hes
that for whi h the a tion is s heduled. In our formal model,
the s hedule is a fun tion s hed : N ! C , where s hed (r ) is
the lo ktime at whi h round r should begin. The duration
of the r'th round is given by
Cq t

dur (r ) = s hed (r + 1 ) s hed (r ):

In addition, there are xed global lo ktime onstants
and P that give the o sets into ea h round when messages are sent, and when the omputation phase begins,
respe tively. Obviously, we need the following onstraint.
Constraint 1:
0 < D < P < dur (r ).
Noti e that the duration of the ommuni ation phase is
xed (by P ); it is only the duration of the omputation
phase that an di er from one round to another.
The states, messages, and hannels of a time-triggered
system are the same as those for the orresponding untimed syn hronous system, as are the transition and message fun tions. In addition, pro essors have a one-pla e
bu er for ea h in oming message hannel.
The time-triggered system operates as follows. Initially
ea h pro essor is in an initial state, with its round ounter
zero and its lo k syn hronized with the others and initialized so that Cp (t )  s hed (0 ), where t is the urrent
realtime. All pro essors p then repeatedly perform the following two a tions.
Communi ation Phase: This begins when the lo al lo k
reads s hed (r ), where r is the urrent value of the round
ounter. Apply the message generation fun tion msgp to
the urrent state to determine the messages to be sent
on ea h outgoing hannel. The messages are pla ed in
the hannels at lo al lo k time s hed (r ) + D . In oming
messages that arrive during the ommuni ation phase
(i.e., no later than s hed (r )+ P ) are moved to the orresponding input bu er where they remain stable through
the omputation phase. These bu ers are initialized to
null at the beginning of ea h ommuni ation phase and
D

4

0

0

4 There is no diÆ ulty in generalizing the treatment to allow the
time at whi h messages are sent, and the duration of the ommuni ation phase, to vary from round to round. That is, the xed lo ktime
onstants D and P an be systemati ally repla ed by fun tions D(r)
and P (r), respe tively. This generalization was developed during the
me hanized veri ation; see Se tion III-D.
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their value is unspe i ed if more than one message arrives on their asso iated ommuni ations hannel in a
given ommuni ation phase.
Computation Phase: This begins at lo al lo k time
s hed (r )+ P . Apply the state transition fun tion transp
to the urrent state and the messages held in the input bu ers to yield the next state. The omputation
will be omplete at some lo al lo k time earlier than
s hed (r + 1 ). In rement the round ounter, and wait for
the start of the next round.
2
Message transmission in the ommuni ation phase is explained as follows. We use sent (p ; q ; m ; t ) to indi ate that
pro essor p sent message m to pro essor q (a member of
out -nbrs (p )) at real time t (whi h must satisfy Cp (t) =
s hed (r ) + D for some round r). We use re v (q ; p ; m ; t ) to
indi ate that pro essor q re eived message m from pro essor p (a member of in -nbrs (q )) at real time t (whi h must
satisfy the onstraint s hed (r )  Cq (t ) < s hed (r ) + P for
some round r). These two events are related as follows.
Assumption 4: Maximum Delay. When p and q are nonfaulty pro essors,
sent (p ; q ; m ; t )  re v (q ; p ; m ; t + d )

for some 0  d  Æ.
In addition, we require no spontaneous generation of messages (i.e., re v (q ; p ; m ; t ) only if there is a orresponding
sent (p ; q ; m ; t 0 ) with t0 < t).
Provided there is exa tly one re v (q ; p ; m ; t ) event for
ea h p in the ommuni ation phase for round r on proessor q (as there will be if p is nonfaulty), that unique
message m is moved into the input bu er asso iated with
p on pro essor q before the start of the omputation phase
for that round and remains there throughout the phase.
Be ause the lo ks are not perfe tly syn hronized, it is
possible for a message sent by a pro essor with a fast lo k
to arrive while its re ipient is still on the previous round.
It is for this reason that we do not send messages until D
lo ktime units into the start of the round. In general, we
need to ensure that a message from a pro essor in round
r annot arrive at its destination before that pro essor has
started round r, nor after it has nished the ommuni ation phase for round r. We must establish onstraints on
parameters to ensure these onditions are satis ed.
Now pro essor p sends its message to pro essor q, say, at
realtime t where Cp (t) = s hed (r ) + D and, by the maximum delay assumption, the message will arrive at realtime
t + d where d  Æ . We need to be sure that
s hed (r )  Cq (t + d ) < s hed (r ) + P :

By lo k syn hronization, we have jCq (t)
substituting Cp (t) = s hed (r ) + D we obtain
  Cq (t) s hed (r ) D   :

(1)
( )j  ;

Cp t

(2)
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By the monotoni lo ks assumption, this gives
s hed (r ) + D   Cq (t )  Cq (t + d )
and so the rst inequality in (1) an be ensured by
Constraint 2:
D  .
The lo k syn hronization al ulation (2) above also
gives
Cq (t)  s hed (r ) + D + 
and the lo k drift rate assumption gives
(1 )d  Cq (t + d) Cq (t)  (1 + )d
from whi h it follows that
Cq (t + d)  Cq (t) + (1 + )d:
Combining these and re alling that d  Æ, the se ond inequality in (1) an be ensured by
Constraint 3:
P > D +  + (1 + )Æ .

and message fun tions appropriate to that round and will
supply systemati ally in orre t messages to the other proessors. This ould appear as Byzantine behavior at the
level of the untimed syn hronous algorithm. Less drasti
syn hronization faults may leave a pro essor in the right
round, but sending messages at the wrong time, so that
they arrive during the omputation phases of other ( orre t) pro essors, possibly disrupting their a tivity.
The implementation of the time-triggered system must
in lude me hanisms that transform faults (su h as those
due to loss of lo k syn hronization) that are outside the
model onsidered here, into those that are adequately modeled as perturbations to the trans p and msg p fun tions.
For example, the round number should be in luded in
messages, so that those from the wrong round an be reje ted at the message ommuni ation layer (thereby redu ing the manifestation of su h a syn hronization fault to failsilen e). TTP goes further and in ludes all riti al state information (operating mode, time, and group membership)
in its messages as part of the CRC al ulation [10℄; messages from a pro essor that is out of step with respe t to
any of these items will be reje ted by the TTP ontrollers
of other pro essors.
The impa t of messages that arrive in the right round
but at the wrong time an be partly ountered by moving
messages from their input hannels to an input bu er at the
start of the ommuni ation phase: this shields the re eiving
pro essor from any hanges in hannel ontents during the
omputation phase. However, the performan e of the omputation phase may be degraded by the need to handle
interrupts from messages arriving unexpe tedly, thereby
hallenging the syn hrony hypothesis. Strong elimination
of su h timing faults is a hieved in pra ti e by te hniques
to ontrol the \babbling idiot" fault mode. This fault mode
o urs when a faulty or unsyn hronized pro essor transmits
at arbitrarily wrong times. As well as undesirable manifestations at the syn hronous system level, this fault is potentially devastating to the underlying implementation if
that implementation multiplexes its ommuni ation hannels onto shared buses|be ause the faulty pro essor an
then disrupt the ommuni ations of nonfaulty pro essors.
Babbling is eliminated by use of a Bus Interfa e Unit (BIU)
that only grants its pro essor a ess to the bus at appropriate times. For example, in SAFEbus, pro essors are paired,
with ea h member of a pair ontrolling the other's BIU; in
TTP, the BIU has an independent lo k and independent
knowledge of the s hedule [43℄. In both ases, babbling an
o ur only if there are undete ted double failures. These
me hanisms prevent messages being sent at inappropriate
times and ensure that the fault modes of the time-triggered
implementation orrespond those assumed for the untimed
syn hronous system.

B.1 Faults
We will prove that a time-triggered system satisfying
the various assumptions and onstraints identi ed above
a hieves the same behavior as an untimed syn hronous system supplied with the same transp and msgp fun tions. I
explained earlier that faults are assumed to be modeled in
the trans p and msg p fun tions; by using the same fun tions in both the untimed and time-triggered systems, we
ensure that the latter inherits the same fault behavior and
any fault-toleran e properties of the former. Thus, if we
have an algorithm that has been shown, in its untimed formulation, to a hieve some fault-toleran e properties (e.g.,
\this algorithm resists a single Byzantine fault or two rash
faults"), then we may on lude that the implementation
has the same properties.
This simple view is somewhat ompromised, however,
be ause the time-triggered system ontains a me hanism|
time triggering|that is not present in the untimed system.
This me hanism admits faults (notably, loss of lo k synhronization) that do not arise in the untimed system.
The implementation of a time-triggered system is required to satisfy the syn hrony hypothesis and the four assumptions about nonfaulty lo ks listed previously. These
an be a hieved using a suitable fault-tolerant lo k synhronization algorithm. The algorithm and its various parameters must be hosen to tolerate the number and kinds
of faults spe i ed for the system on erned. For example, the lo k syn hronization algorithm of TTP (whi h
is based on that of [42℄) has re ently been formally veried using PVS, and shown to satisfy the assumptions we
require [41℄. However, a lo k syn hronization algorithm
only onstrains the behavior of nonfaulty lo ks: a pro es- C. Veri ation
sor with a faulty lo k may behave in a way that violates
the fault model of our time-triggered onstru tion. For ex- We now need to show that a time-triggered system
ample, if one pro essor's lo k drifts to su h an extent that a hieves the same behavior as its orresponding untimed
it is in the wrong round, then it will exe ute the transition syn hronous system. We do this in the traditional way by
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establishing a simulation relationship between the states of
an exe ution of the time-triggered system and those of the
orresponding untimed exe ution. It is usually ne essary to
invent an \abstra tion fun tion" to relate the states of an
implementation to those of its spe i ation; here, however,
the states of the two systems are the same, and the only
diÆ ult point is to sele t the moments in time at whi h
states of the time-triggered system should orrespond to
those of the untimed system.
The untimed system makes progress in dis rete global
steps: all omponent pro essors perform their ommuni ation and omputation phases in lo kstep, so it is possible
to speak of the omplete system being in a round r. The
pro essors of the time-triggered system, however, progress
separately at a rate governed by their internal lo ks, whi h
are imperfe tly syn hronized, so that one pro essor may
still be on round r while another has moved on to round
r + 1. We need to establish some onsistent \ ut" through
the time-triggered system that provides a global state in
whi h all pro essors are at the same point in the same
round. In some treatments of distributed systems, it is not
ne essary for the global ut to orrespond to a snapshot of
the system at a parti ular realtime instant: the ut may
be an abstra t onstru tion that has no dire t realization.
In our ase, however, it is natural to assume that the timetriggered system is used in some ontrol appli ation and
that outputs of the individual pro essors (i.e., some fun tions of their states) are used to provide redundant ontrol
signals in real time|for example, a typi al appli ation will
be one in whi h the outputs of the pro essors are subje ted
to majority voting, or separately drive some a tuator in
a \for e-summing" on guration. Consequently, we do
want to identify the ut through the system with its global
state at a spe i real time instant.
In parti ular, we need some realtime instant gs(r) that
orresponds to the \global start" of the r'th round. We
want this instant to be one in whi h all nonfaulty pro essors
have started the r'th round, but have not yet started its
omputation phase (when they will hange their states).
We an a hieve this by de ning the global start time
gs(r) for round r to be the realtime when the pro essor with
the slowest lo k begins round r. That is, gs(r) satis es
the following onditions:
8q : Cq (gs(r))  s hed (r );
(3)
and
9p : Cp (gs(r)) = s hed (r )
(4)
(intuitively, p is the pro essor with the slowest lo k).
Sin e the pro essors are not perfe tly syn hronized, we
need to be sure that they annot drift so far apart that some
pro essor q has already rea hed its omputation phase|or
is even on the next round|at gs(r). Thus, we need
8q : Cq (gs(r)) < s hed (r ) + P :
(5)
5

5 For example, the outputs of di erent pro essors may energize separate oils of a single solenoid, or multiple hydrauli pistons may be
linked to a single shaft (see, e.g., [44, Figure 3.2{2℄).
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By (3) we have Cq (gs(r)) = s hed (r ) + X for some X  0,
and (4) plus the lo k syn hronization assumption then
gives X  . Now pro essor q will still be on round r and
in its ommuni ation phase provided X < P and this is
ensured by the inequality just derived when taken together
with Constraint 3.
We now wish to establish that the global state of a timetriggered system at time gs(r) will be the same as that of
the orresponding untimed syn hronous system at the start
of its r'th round. We denote the global state of the untimed
system at the start of the r'th round by gu(r) (for global
untimed ). Global states are simply arrays of the states of
the individual pro essors, so that the state of pro essor p
at this point is gu(r)(p). Similarly, the global state of the
time-triggered system at time gs(r) is denoted gt(r) (for
global timed ), and the state of its pro essor p is gt(r)(p).
We an now state and prove the desired result.
Theorem 1: Given the same initial states, the global
states of the untimed and time-triggered systems are the
same at the beginning of ea h round:

8r : gt(r) = gu(r):

Proof: The proof is by indu tion.
Base ase. This is the ase r = 0. Both systems are then
in their initial states whi h, by hypothesis, are the same.
Indu tive step. We assume the result for r and prove it
for r + 1. For the untimed ase, the message inputs q (p )
from pro essor p re eived by q in the r'th round is
msg p (gu (r )(p ))(q ).
By the indu tive hypothesis, the global state of pro essor
p in the time-triggered system at time gs(r) is gu(r)(p)
also. Furthermore, pro essor p is in its ommuni ation
phase (ensured by (5)) and has not hanged its state sin e
starting the round. Thus, at lo al lo ktime s hed (r ) + D ,
it sends msg p (gu (r )(p ))(q ) to q. By (1), this is re eived
by q while in the ommuni ation phase of round r, and
transferred to its input bu er inputs q (p ). Thus, the orresponding pro essors of the untimed and time-triggered
systems have the same state and input omponents when
they begin the omputation phase of round r. The same
state transition fun tions transp are then applied by the
orresponding pro essors of the two systems to yield the
same values for the orresponding elements of gu(r + 1)
and gt(r + 1), thereby ompleting the indu tive proof.
6

D. Me hanized Veri ation

The treatment of syn hronous and time-triggered systems in Se tions III-A and III-B has been formally spe ied in the language of the PVS veri ation system [31℄,
and the veri ation of Se tion III-C has been me hani ally he ked using PVS's theorem prover. The PVS
6 For the bene t of those not used to reading Curried higher-order
fun tion appli ations, this is de oded as follows: gu(r)(p) is p's state
in round r; p's message fun tion msg p applied to that state gives
msg p (gu (r )(p )), whi h is an array of the messages sent to its outgoing
hannels; q's omponent of that array is msg p (gu (r )(p ))(q ).
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language is a higher-order logi with subtyping, and formalization of the semiformal treatment in Se tions III-A
and III-B was quite straightforward. The PVS theorem
prover in ludes de ision pro edures for integer and real
linear arithmeti and me hanized he king of the al ulations in Se tion III-C, and the proof of the Theorem,
were also quite straightforward. The omplete formalization and me hani al veri ation took less than a day, and
no errors were dis overed. A des ription, and the formal
spe i ations and proofs themselves, are available at URL
http://www. sl.sri. om/d a97.html.
While it is reassuring to know that the semiformal development of the previous se tions withstands me hanial s rutiny, we have argued before (for example, [31, 39℄)
that me hanized formal veri ation provides several benets in addition to the \ erti ation" of proofs. In parti ular, me hanization supports reliable and inexpensive exploration of alternative designs, assumptions, and onstraints.
After ompleting the rst version of the work reported here,
I wondered whether the requirement that messages be sent
at the xed o set D lo ktime units into ea h round, and
that the omputation phase begin at the xed o set P ,
might not be unduly restri tive. It was the work of a few
minutes to generalize the formal spe i ation to allow these
o sets to be ome fun tions of the round, and to adjust the
me hanized proofs. I ontend that orresponding revisions
to the semiformal development in Se tions III-B and III-C
would take longer than this, and that it would be diÆ ult
to summon the fortitude to s rutinize the revised proofs
with the same are as the originals.

be omes familiar, it is easy to perform the transformation
in the other dire tion.
We begin by introdu ing a fun tion send (r ; v ; p ; q ) to
represent the sending of a message with value v from proessor p to pro essor q in round r. The value of the fun tion
is the message re eived by q. If p and q are nonfaulty, then
this value is v:
nonfaulty (p ) ^ nonfaulty (q )  send (r ; v ; p ; q ) = v ;
otherwise it depends on the fault modes onsidered (in the
Byzantine ase it is left entirely un onstrained, as here).
If T represents the transmitter, v its value, and q an
arbitrary re eiver, then the ommuni ation phase of the
rst round of OM(1) is represented by
send (0 ; v ; T ; q ):
The omputation phase of this round simply moves the
messages re eived into the states of the pro essors onerned, and an be ignored in the fun tional treatment
(though see Footnote 7).
In the ommuni ation phase of the se ond round, ea h
pro essor q sends the value re eived in the rst round (i.e.,
send (0 ; v ; T ; q )) on to the other re eivers. If p is one su h
re eiver, then this is des ribed by the fun tional omposition
send (1 ; send (0 ; v ; T ; q ); q ; p ):
(6)
In the omputation phase for the se ond round, pro essor
p gathers all the messages re eived in the ommuni ation
phase and subje ts them to majority voting. Now (6) represents the value p re eives from q, so we need to gather
together in some way the values in the messages p re eives
from all the other re eivers q, and use that ombination
as an argument to the majority vote fun tion. How this
\gathering together" is represented will depend on the resour es of the spe i ation language and logi on erned:
in the treatment using the Boyer-Moore logi , for example,
it is represented by a list of values [23℄. In a higher-order
logi su h as PVS [31℄, however, it an be represented by
a fun tion, spe i ed as a -abstra tion:
q : send (1 ; send (0 ; v ; T ; q ); q ; p )
(i.e., a fun tion that, when applied to q, returns the value
that p re eived from q).
Majority voting is represented by a fun tion maj that
takes two arguments: the \parti ipants" in the vote, and
a fun tion over those parti ipants that returns the value
asso iated with ea h of them. The fun tion maj returns the
majority value if one exists; otherwise some fun tionally
determined value. (This behavior an either be spe i ed
7

IV. Round-Based Algorithms as Fun tional
Programs

The Theorem of Se tion III-C ensures that syn hronous
algorithms are orre tly implemented by time-triggered implementations that satisfy the various assumptions, onstraints, and onstru tions introdu ed in the previous se tion. The next (though logi ally pre eding) step is to ask
how one might verify properties of a parti ular algorithm
expressed as an untimed syn hronous system.
Although simpler than its time-triggered implementation, the spe i ation of an algorithm as a syn hronous
system is not espe ially onvenient for formal (and parti ularly me hanized) veri ation be ause it requires reasoning about attributes of imperative programs: expli it
state and ontrol. It is generally easier to verify fun tional,
rather than imperative, programs be ause these represent
state and ontrol in an appli ative manner that an be expressed dire tly in onventional logi .
There is a fairly systemati transformation between synhronous systems and fun tional programs that an ease
the veri ation task by allowing it to be performed on 7 In the formulation of the algorithm as a syn hronous system,
a fun tional program. I illustrate the idea (whi h omes p votes on the messages from the other re eivers, and the message
from Bevier and Young [23℄) using the OM(1) algorithm that it re eived dire tly from the transmitter, whi h it has saved in
state. In the fun tional treatment, q in ludes itself among the
from Se tion II. Be ause that algorithm has already been its
ipients of the message that it sends in the ommuni ation phase
introdu ed as a syn hronous system, I will illustrate its reof the
se ond round, and so the vote is simply over messages re eived
transformation to a fun tional program; on e the te hnique in that round.
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axiomati ally, or de ned onstru tively using an algorithm that time-triggered systems allow for straightforward analsu h as Boyer and Moore's linear time MJRTY [45℄.) Thus, ysis and should be preferred in riti al appli ations for that
p's de ision in the omputation phase of the se ond round reason [30℄.
is represented by
In re ent work, Pfeifer, S hwier, and von Henke of Universit
at Ulm have formally veri ed the lo k syn hronizamaj (r vrs ; q : send (1 ; send (0 ; v ; T ; q ); q ; p ))
tion algorithm used in TTP [41℄. Their veri ation was
ondu ted in PVS and expli itly in orporates the PVS
where r vrs is the set of all re eiver pro essors. We an use spe
i ation, des ribed in Se tion III-D, that establishes
this formula as the de nition for a higher-order fun tion onditions
under whi h syn hronous systems an be imOM 1(T; v ) whose value is a fun tion that gives the de iplemented
as
time-triggered systems. Thus, in parti ular,
sion rea hed by ea h re eiver p when the (possibly faulty) their work provides
a me hani ally he ked formal veri atransmitter T sends the value v :
tion that the TTP lo k syn hronization algorithm satis es
OM 1(T; v )(p)
(7) the four assumptions of Se tion III-B.
I also showed, by example in Se tion IV, how a round= maj (r vrs ; q : send (1 ; send (0 ; v ; T ; q ); q ; p )):
based algorithm formulated as a syn hronous system an
be transformed into a fun tional \program" in a spe i aThe properties required of this algorithm are the follow- tion logi , where its properties an be veri ed more easily,
ing, whenever the number of re eivers is three or more, and and more me hani ally. I have used the same te hnique
at most one pro essor is faulty.
to me hani ally verify the three-phase ommit algorithm
(with its termination proto ol) [29, Se tion 7.3.3℄. This is
Requirement 1: Agreement
a
more diÆ ult algorithm than OM(1) and its veri ation
nonfaulty (p ) ^ nonfaulty (q )
requires
proof by indu tion (in this respe t, it is ompara OM 1(T; v)(p) = OM 1(T; v)(q);
ble to the r-round algorithm OM(r)), but its representation
Requirement 2: Validity
as a fun tional program made the me hanized veri ation
quite straightforward and allowed it to be a omplished in
nonfaulty (T ) ^ nonfaulty (p )  OM1 (T ; v )(p ) = v :
a ouple of days. Re ently, I have veri ed a group memberDe nition (7) and the requirements for Agreement and Va- ship algorithm based on [47℄ (whi h is related to the group
lidity stated above are a eptable as spe i ations to PVS membership algorithm of TTP) using a similar representaalmost as given (PVS requires us to be a little more ex- tion. This is a mu h more hallenging exer ise and required
pli it about the types and quanti ation involved). Using further methodologi al development to make it tra table.
a onstru tive de nition for maj, PVS an prove Agree- I hope this paper has demonstrated that systemati
ment and Validity for a spe i number of pro essors (e.g., transformations of fault-tolerant algorithms from fun 4) ompletely automati ally. For the general ase of n  4 tional programs to syn hronous systems to time-triggered
pro essors, PVS is able to prove Agreement with only a implementations provides a methodology that an signi single user-supplied proof dire tive, while Validity requires antly ease the spe i ation and assuran e of riti al faulthalf a dozen (the only one requiring \insight" is a ase-split tolerant systems. In ollaboration with olleagues from
on whether the transmitter is faulty).
Ulm, I am urrently applying the methodology to some
Not all syn hronous systems an be so easily transformed of the algorithms of TTP [10℄.
into a re ursive fun tion, nor an their properties always
be formally veri ed so easily. Nonetheless, I believe the A knowledgments
approa h has promise for many algorithms of pra ti al inDis ussions with N. Shankar and advi e from Joseph
terest.
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